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ROCK AND ROLL MAYOR

Mr. P had been living with his mom and brother in a
rented house in north Pomona and, as always, looking for a
way to jump start the band. He found it one day in late 1992,
in a Daily Bulletin piece on the upcoming Pomona mayoral
election. Mr. P wondered how difficult it would be to get on
the ballot. As it turned out, no application fee and a petition signed by twenty registered city voters
made you a candidate.

Thus started the Rock and Roll Mayor Campaign,

a publicity lark by a fringe candidate that would change the political and civic landscape of the
city and pave the way for thousands of bands to be welcomed to the city’s neglected downtown.

From Arts Building to the P.V.A. to “Soul Cleanser” to Becky’s loft to the dA Gallery to
Munchies, D-Squad’s history had been played out on or around the vicinity of 2nd Street in
downtown for close to 13 years. If anyone could speak for the underground musicians and artists,
certainly it was Mr. P.
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Downtown had been a ghost town
for as long as anyone could remember.
Once one of the country’s first open
air malls, with department stores and
restaurants, by 1992 it was mostly lowend antique shops and band rehearsal
spaces with a few code-violating artist
lofts thrown in.
City politics and civic morale were at
an all-time low, the city council mired
in increasingly polarizing and personal
disputes, with combative players like
three-time incumbent mayor Donna
Smith, recently recalled Clay Bryant and
bickering council members Nell Soto
and Tomas Ursua presiding over a city
with a record number of homicides and
an embarrassing, failed multi-million
dollar world trade center - nothing more
than a weed-strewn
vacant lot at the
corner of Mission and Garey, just two blocks from
the D-Squad rehearsal studio.
After filing papers, Mr. P prepared a press release
which he hand delivered to the two newspaper
beat writers covering the election - David Fondler
of the Daily Bulletin and Mike Ward of the L.A.
Times. Fondler had profiled the state of Pomona’s
downtown arts scene the previous summer - Becky
Hamm was one of its subjects, as was Chris Toovey
of the dA Gallery - and described the city’s interest
in it as little more than ambivalent. Both responded
by profiling the rock singer prominently, the Times
going as far as breaking out his “I want the kids
to vote for the rock and roll mayor, I want their
parents to vote against me.” quote in its On The
Record feature.
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D-Squad quickly assembled at Steve Santamaria’s, guitarist for The
Streetcleaners, studio to record “I Am The Mayor (The Rock and Roll Mayor)”
for release in time for the February Candidate’s Forum. Channeling the city’s
demographics, the cassette’s flip side contained a poorly enunciated Spanish
language version “Soy Es Alcalde (Alcalde De Rock and Roll)”.
The Pomona Central Business District, comprised mostly of curmudgeonly
antique store owners, held an informal get together for the candidates. Mr. P
started his speech by reminding them his father Gene was once one of them, a
downtown business owner. From there, Mr. P launched into a frenzied appeal
to downtown artists and bands, which was summed up by the District this way:
“Mr. Ausmus feels that there is nothing to draw people to the city, that there
needs to be more emphasis on entertainment establishments.”
This was a sentiment likely posited by many others would-be entrepreneurs
over the last dozen or so years. The difference was that Mr. P was a candidate for
public office and was thereby presenting this fairly obvious need as a political
issue. Mr. P was picking the locks that had barred any sort of comprehensive
downtown arts and music plan for years.
It was the Candidates Forum where Mr. P, in the words of David Fondler
of the Daily Bulletin, stole the show. The mayoral
primary brought forth a host of first-time
candidates, most of whom were political novices.
A palpable air of tension braced the auditorium.
Pomona politics had been so acrimonious for
the last several years, no one could remember when
there had been a light moment, let alone huge belly
laughs. Mr. P provided these and more, conducting
a forum that was part stand-up, part improv, part
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civics lesson that the rest of the nervous candidates were grateful to hear - it
made them feel much more at ease.
Mr. P’s opening statement was the “Mad as Hell” monologue from the
movie “Network”. His campaign promise was to “bring a boom box to the
mayor’s office and crank tunes all day”. He chided city officials for ignoring
the downtown underground arts and music community, stating that if Pomona
youth were encouraged to pursue the arts they might stay off the streets. Mr. P
cracked jokes, invited bands from all over the country to come drop off a demo
at City Hall, plugged the band cassette and showed no interest at all in any issue
that couldn’t rock out. “Issues! You gotta love em but they just get in my way”.
Mr. P wasn’t finished. He and Martin Kauper got together and filmed a
number of 30-second ads that ran incessantly on local cable. Campaign signs
were made. A Daily Bulletin candidates Q&A featured a wild-eyed long-haired
photo of Mr. P (taken by Walt Weis), and his views of “Business Retention and
Development” - “Favors building up the downtown artist and entertainment
community with clubs and shops.”
Again, these weren’t necessarily original thoughts, but placed in the context
of a city election, they were practically revolutionary. No one else who favored
these developments had gone this route before, and this included several very
interested Pomona downtown property owners and outside business interests.
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When Election Day finally rolled around, a couple dozen
supporters gathered at the D-Squad rehearsal loft and prepared
to march on City Hall, parading down 2nd Street, making a
few stops along the way to muster up more support. Inside city
chambers Mr. P got some startling news - despite tons of publicity
his vote total was less than a hundred. Fringe candidates that had
nothing to offer the city were trouncing him. As he joked later,
at least he beat the homeless guy. He garnered 1.4 percent of the
vote. Good guy gas station owner Eddie Cortez would eventually
be elected in a runoff with runner-up Tomas Ursua.
Outside, D-Squad geared up to play “I Am The Mayor” on
the steps of City Hall. With the crowd chanting, the Panda mask
came out and all at once, it was over.
Later that night, back at the studio, Dan Scratch told Mr. P
he was quitting the band, once again leaving D-Squad without a
bass player.
What started in May 1984 on a pick-up truck was seemingly
running aground close to nine years later. D-Squad played one
more gig - without a bass player - at the Motley at Scripps College
and slowly, almost imperceptibly, faded away. It had been a long
haul with a lot of good times and a few bitter disappointments. It
was, in the end, the typical band story.
Within a year, a sign was erected on 2nd
Street in Pomona. It said “Arts Colony”.
Art galleries and lofts began to sprout up
all over the place. The downtown area
began to show signs of life. In 1996, the
Glass House opened and thousands of
bands would be welcomed to the city’s
revitalized downtown.
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Desperation Squad and the
Age of Fortuitism
Art Show Opening
May 9, 2015
7pm

A landmark event documenting and exploring a
slice of the underground
art and music scene in
the Pomona Valley, beginning in the early 1980s
and moving into the 21st
Century with a particular
focus on The Desperation
Squad.
Highlights include stories
from The Warped Tour,
America’s Got Talent, and
Mr. P’s run for mayor of Pomona (the “Rock and Roll
Mayor”). The show will feature photographs, flyers, music, handwritten lyric sheets,
and plenty of legendary
tales.

Space Gallery

250 West Second Street
Pomona, CA 91766

And look for
the book from

FORTUITISM

What is Fortuitism?
The lines that are drawn upon the globe, the signals zipping around from one node to
another, the paths that cross every day, the people we meet, and the sounds we hear - these
are pieces of the world we live in, the world we embrace, and the decisions we make. How we
interact with the pieces—which pieces we touch, which pieces touch us—determines how we
see ourselves moving through life. Some decisions are out of our control. Some decisions are
the lesser of two evils. How we use the results of these decisions are ours, and interact to shape
who we are and how we live.
Fortuitism allows for a certain amount of serendipity and spontaneity to enter the art we
create. The decisions we make are the signposts along the path.
Fortuitism is a different way to tell a story. Create art, save things, find a venue. You need
not be famous or even enduring. Rock and roll is everyone’s story. If you are fortuitous enough,
you can tell your story in a way that makes it great art as well.
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